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Welcome to P5 from Mr Wood! 
 
Hello and welcome back! I hope you 
all had a great summer holiday.  It 
has been a quick month since        
returning to school and I have     
thoroughly enjoyed getting to know 
our P5 students’ individual             
personalities.  We have such a       
talented and keen bunch of pupils in 
Primary 5 and I have been very      
impressed with their enthusiasm for 
learning and mature attitudes        
towards improving.  I look forward to 
an exciting year with our energetic 
P5 and I know they will continue to be the best they can be. 
 

CIass Behaviour Expectations 
In the first few weeks, P5 learned about children’s rights and               
responsibilities and discussed our school rules and expectations. We 
decided to create our own class promises taking into account our rights, 
responsibilities and the school rules. The biggest theme of the promises 
agreed by P5 were kindness,         
compassion and respect, showing the 
good nature of our pupils.  
 
Our positive behaviour chart is    
working well in P5 with all our pupils 
striving to reach the top of the chart 
and be ‘outstanding’. Pupils reach 
this target by sticking to our class 
promises, supporting each other and being the best they can be when 
learning and interacting with others. You will know your child has made 
it to the top of the chart as they will be awarded with positive post-
cards and positive phone calls home to share their achievements.  

 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Literacy 
Each morning, P5 are taking part in VCOP and spelling activities through their 
morning Smart Start. On Friday’s, we do Free Writing Friday where pupils can 
let their imaginations run wild and write creatively about whatever they like. 
We will soon have writing targets and begin to explore different genres of 
writing and practise these on Fridays.  
 
For our reading, some pupils are taking part in the Reading Skills Programme 
focusing on 12 comprehension strategies and others are joining smaller 
groups for the Fresh Start programme. The literacy slot is a really productive 
hour every morning and P5 are continuing to impress their teachers.  We have 
a great library in class and this is being used daily for ERIC Time.  Some pupils 
also have their AR Books and look forward to finishing their books so they can 
take part in a comprehension quiz afterwards. You can support reading       
development by promoting reading at home as much as possible, whether 
that is a comic, newspaper, fiction or non-fiction texts or audiobooks.  
 
P5 have also been expanding their vocabulary by taking 
part in Word Boost each day. This is very popular in class 
with new words introduced through our class novel “The 
Boy at the Back of the Class” by Onjali Q Rauf. Pupils are 
thoroughly enjoying the book and now beginning to use 
more up-levelled words when talking and in their writ-
ing, thanks to their engagement wit Word Boost. 

 

Contacting School 
I have managed to make a ‘check in’ call with all          
parents/carers and enjoyed speaking with you over the phone. As a Covid  
precaution, if you require to contact any class teacher with concerns or    
questions you should do this via the school office and not in the morning as 
classes are being brought in. I will be in regular contact so that I can inform of 
you of positive behaviour and achievements and will also get in touch if I were 
to have any concerns about your child’s behaviour or whether they may be 
facing difficulties when learning.  
It is so important that families are involved in their child’s learning, so we will 
also begin to upload some of our work onto Seesaw to allow parents and car-
ers to see and comment on their child’s work. We will regularly be posting 
what we are doing on the school’s twitter too so give the school a follow. 

General Class Information 
Homework 
 
Homework will involve weekly spelling and numeracy revision. These tasks will 
be handed out every Tuesday in their home learning jotters and should be   
returned the next Monday. Spelling homework will involve copying a list of 
spelling words and then picking any activity from a spelling menu to support 
accurate spelling. Numeracy revision sheets will also be given to help           
consolidate all the work we are doing in class.  Homework will start to go 
home from the 28th of September. 
 

PE and Outdoor Learning 
 
PE will take place outdoors on Tuesday afternoons and indoors on Thursday 
afternoons with Mr Wood. Due to current guidelines we are unable to provide 
changing facilities. Learners can come to school dressed for PE on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. Please ensure comfortable trainers are worn on these days; 
not smart school shoes. 
 
As we move into the colder and wetter months, please ensure your child 
brings a suitable outdoor jacket to allow us to make use of outdoor facilities. 
 
 

What learning looks like this term: 
Maths and Numeracy 
We had begun a block of learning on 
place value and will now focus on a   
different numeracy domain each day. 
On Mondays we will explore number 
structure, Tuesday will be multiplication 
and division, Wednesday will be         
addition and subtraction, on Thursdays 
we will work on algebraic equations and 
for Friday’s lessons, we will focus on 
fractions, decimals and percentages. 
This term’s math topic will be 2D and 3D 
Objects and Angle, Symmetry and Transformation.  


